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the film starts off on new years eve 1982 with a collegiate musical troupe giving their final bad performance. it cuts to 1992 where one of them named peter (stephen fry) invites the whole group to his remote english castle for a new years eve party. we have the
andersons--roger (hugh laurie) and mary (imelda staunton). they've lost a child and she lives in fear that they'll lose the other. then there's maggie (emma thompson) who's madly in love with peter. there's sarah (alphonsia emmanuel) a sexually active woman who brings
along her man of the moment (tony slattery). and there's andrew (kenneth branagh) who's unhappily married to tv star carol (rita rudner).this was called a rip off of the big chill. it is, but it's well-made with a great cast, a wonderful script and is totally involving. this is one of
the few movies that mixes drama and laughs and both work beautifully. it was also shot (i believe) on location in england and the setting itself is just incredible. all the acting is good across the board. rudner is a delight (and has the best lines). emmanuel sometimes overdoes
her role but not enough to damage the film. dramatic, witty, warm--basically a great comedy drama well worth catching.did you ever see upstairs downstairs not the usual romantic comedy with a cute couple that just have to do it to make things right. but a movie about two
people who really can't get along, who become friends after they both have major life turning points. amber tamblyn and anne hathaway play a couple of college kids who have been buddies since their early teens. they're both in love with the same guy (amber's with chris,
anne's with chris), but chris is trying to set up amber and anne is trying to set up chris. the two separate and together, make up and fight, and make up again. it's an interesting look at the college years. both have good points and make a good movie. the movie-going
experience is enhanced by the presence of director cameron crowe. it's a lively, funny and touching look at two people trying to get past their differences to get to the real thing. great stuff.
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